We calculate the lifetime distribution function of an assembly of polarized atoms in two-dimensional (2D) photonic crystals (PCs) at different polarization orientations of atomic dipole moments. We reveal a switching effect of atomic spontaneous emission (SE) and find a significant change of atomic lifetime, up to a factor of 33, by tuning the polarized orientation of the atoms. These observations suggest that the tuning of the polarized orientation of atoms provides a new way for the effective control of atomic SE processes in 2D PCs. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.96.103601 PACS numbers: 42.50.Ct, 32.80.ÿt, 42.55.Tv Spontaneous emission (SE) properties of atoms in photonic crystals (PCs) have been extensively studied due to the existence of photonic band gaps (PBGs) in these structures [1,2], both experimentally [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] and theoretically [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . The effective control of atomic SE processes plays a critical role in quantum optoelectronic devices, for instance, the solar cell [22] , photodiode [23] , semiconductor laser [24] , single photon source [25] , and quantum information processing [26] . Although the complete inhibition of atomic SE can be realized in three-dimensional (3D) PCs due to the existence of full PBGs, some important applications, such as the energy redistribution [8] , PC laser [27] [28] [29] , Rabi splitting in a PC cavity [26] , and deterministic coupling of a quantum dot to a nanocavity mode [30] , have also been achieved in two-dimensional (2D) PCs. However, the atomic SE in 2D PCs cannot be completely inhibited as the light wave can freely propagate along the normal direction (referred to as the z axis) to the 2D periodic plane (referred to as the xy plane), even when the atomic transition frequency is located within the pseudo-PBGs. An important question naturally arises: how can one effectively control the atomic SE in 2D PCs?
Spontaneous emission (SE) properties of atoms in photonic crystals (PCs) have been extensively studied due to the existence of photonic band gaps (PBGs) in these structures [1, 2] , both experimentally [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] and theoretically [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . The effective control of atomic SE processes plays a critical role in quantum optoelectronic devices, for instance, the solar cell [22] , photodiode [23] , semiconductor laser [24] , single photon source [25] , and quantum information processing [26] . Although the complete inhibition of atomic SE can be realized in three-dimensional (3D) PCs due to the existence of full PBGs, some important applications, such as the energy redistribution [8] , PC laser [27] [28] [29] , Rabi splitting in a PC cavity [26] , and deterministic coupling of a quantum dot to a nanocavity mode [30] , have also been achieved in two-dimensional (2D) PCs. However, the atomic SE in 2D PCs cannot be completely inhibited as the light wave can freely propagate along the normal direction (referred to as the z axis) to the 2D periodic plane (referred to as the xy plane), even when the atomic transition frequency is located within the pseudo-PBGs. An important question naturally arises: how can one effectively control the atomic SE in 2D PCs?
It is well-known that the atomic SE rate in an inhomogeneous dielectric medium strongly depends on the atomic position. This SE rate in the case of the random distribution of orientations of the atomic dipole moments is proportional to the photonic local density of states (LDOS) in the PCs [16 -19] . Therefore, it is expected that the SE rate from the well-defined orientation of atomic dipole moment should be significantly different from the above-mentioned case. In this Letter, we propose a new approach of combining the polarization of atoms with the pseudogaps to effectively control the SE. We demonstrate that the polarization of the dipole moment can lead to the switching effect between the inhibition and enhancement of the atomic SE and a remarkable change of the decay lifetime that may be as great as a factor of about 33. These results reveal a new degree of freedom of effectively controlling the SE processes in 2D PCs, which should be significant for promoting the evolution of quantum optoelectronic devices in various fields, such as solar cells, photodiode, displays, and even quantum information processing.
We first explore the SE behavior of the atoms with a well-defined polarization direction, for instance, parallel or perpendicular to the periodic structural plane of a 2D PC. It is known that the SE behavior of the atoms embedded in PCs cannot be simply described by a single lifetime due to a wide lifetime distribution [3, 4] . A lifetime distribution function (LDF) has been introduced to study the decay behavior of an assembly of atoms in the PCs [17] . It is defined as [17, 21] ;
where W i is a weight factor for an atom located at r i , is a tunable parameter for smoothing the LDF curve,r i ;! r i ;!= f !, in which r i ;! 1=ÿr i ;! is the lifetime of the atom located at r i and f ! is the reference lifetime of the atom embedded in the corresponding homogeneous medium. In calculations, we chose W i 1 for the random distribution of atoms in space and 0:05. The atomic SE probability ÿr; ! is given by
with a polarized LDOS of
where ! 0 is the atomic transition frequency and u d u dû the atomic dipole moment. ! nk and E nk r are the eigenfrequency and the eigenmode of the electric field in the PC,
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103601-1 © 2006 The American Physical Society respectively. They can be calculated by the plane-wave expansion method [31, 32] . We now consider a 2D square lattice PC consisting of square air rods in background medium with the permittivity of 12:96, as drawn in Fig. 1 , in which a WignerSeitz cell is surrounded by the dashed line, the air rods are represented by the blank areas, a is the lattice constant, and the rotation angle of the air rods with respect to the x axis. The largest pseudo-PBG of 4! 0:0632c=a ranging from 0.393 to 0:4562c=a with a midgap frequency of ! g 0:4252c=a occurs at the filling fraction of f 0:68 and 30 [33] . In our calculations, we assume that 10 000 excited atoms distribute homogeneously in a unit cell, which is sufficient for keeping our results stable.
The LDFs of this PC sample for the atomic transition frequency at the middle of the pseudo-PBG [! tf ! g 0:4252c=a] are displayed in Fig. 2 for atoms (a) in the air rods and (b) in background medium. The solid and dashed curves correspond, respectively, to the atomic polarization along the x and z direction. In order to clearly reveal the PC effect, the reference lifetimes in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) are, respectively, taken as the values of the lifetimes of the polarized atoms in homogeneous air and background medium, which are marked by vertical dotted line at 1. It is clearly seen from Fig. 2 that an assembly of atoms in the 2D PC is of quite a wide lifetime distribution. It is very interesting to note that two curves in Fig. 2(b) are almost separated by a demarcative point around 2, significantly different from Fig. 2(a) . The solid curve extends over a wide range away from 1. It manifests that the SEs of all the atoms polarized in the x direction are inhibited intensively. This can be attributed to the discontinuity of the electric fields, i.e., the abrupt changes of the normal components of the eigen electric fields at the interface between the air rods and the dielectric background medium. The electric field has the lower values in medium due to its large permittivity. This leads to lower value of the polarized LDOS x r; ! in medium.
On the other hand, the z r; ! is related to the z component of the electric field parallel to the tangential direction of the interface. The discontinuity of permittivity does not bring any influence; the corresponding LDF extends over a narrow range.
The result observed in Fig. 2(b) implies a switching effect between the inhibition and enhancement of SE, which mainly originates from the polarization of the dipole moment of atoms, rather than the pseudo-PBG. In order to prove this argument, we examine the lifetime distribution for the case of the atomic transition frequency being outside the pseudogap. This can be realized by varying the lattice constant a of the 2D PC or the filling fraction f. First, we shift the atomic transition frequency to ! tf 0:3852c=a near the band edge, but keep other parameters being the same as in Fig. 2(b) . The calculated results are displayed in Fig. 3(a) . The basic profiles of two curves are quite similar to that of the corresponding curves in Fig. 2(b) , and the switching effect is observed once again. But we also see the existence of differences between Figs. 2(b) and 3(a): (i) the distribution curves in Fig. 3(a) are shifted towards the short lifetime region on the whole, which can be attributed to a large LDOS near the pseudoband edge, quite similar to the case in the 3D PCs [17] ; (ii) The two curves in Fig. 3 about 0:8. Thus, the SE of atoms polarized along the x direction is strongly suppressed, while the SE of most of the atoms polarized in the z direction is accelerated. Secondly, we change f from 0.68 to 0.6 and the other parameters are the same as those in Fig. 2(b) , the atomic transition frequency ! tf ! g 0:4252c=a is outside the pseudogap. The LDFs are displayed in Fig. 3(b) . It can be seen that the two curves are completely separated. It is very favorable to the switching effect. The results in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) demonstrate that the switching effect is mainly caused by the polarization of the dipole moment, rather than the pesudo-gap. This implies that we find a new degree of freedom of controlling the SE processes by tuning the polarized direction of atoms.
In order to effectively control the SE, it is desirable to have a large ratio of atomic lifetimes polarized in the x direction vs in the z direction. The ratio is defined by Rr x r= z r, where x r [ z r] is the lifetime of the atom located at position r with polarization in the x [z] direction. First, we consider the 2D PC sample in Fig. 3(a) . The variation of Rr as a function of atomic position r x; y in the unit cell of the PC is depicted in Fig. 4(a) . Here we have chosen the coordinate origin at the center of the square rod. It is clearly seen that there are four zero-value Rr regions in the four corners of the unit cell, in which the square air rods are located. The zero value of Rr arises from the assumption of the atoms located in the background medium. We also observe four peaks of R 15:5 appearing near the air rods-medium interface. In these peak regions, the lifetime of the atom polarized in the x direction is about 15 times that of the atom polarized in the z direction. The results show that if the atoms are placed in these regions, their SE process can be easily controlled by tuning the direction of the dipole moment. For practical applications, it is much desirable that the largest ratios appear in the region far away from the interface. For this purpose, we now consider another 2D PC sample in Fig. 3(b) . The calculated Rr is shown in Fig. 4(b) . Only one peak of R 33:6 stands at the center of the unit cell. This is in favor of the implementation of the switching effect.
Now we present an explanation about the ratio R in Fig. 4(b) being much higher than that in Fig. 4(a) . There exist two effects: one is the so-called ''interface effect,'' which brings the discontinuity of the electric field at the air rod-medium interface. It inhibits the SE of the atoms polarized in the x direction when the atoms are located in the medium; Another one is the pesudo-PBG effect that inhibits or accelerates the SE, depending on that the atomic transition frequency falls within the pesudo-PGB or near the band edge. In the case of Fig. 4(a) , the atomic transition ! 0:3852c=a is just near the band edge, so the two effects coexist. In Fig. 4(b) , the pseudo-PBG has been shifted to the range of 0:375; 0:3952c=a and the atomic transition frequency ! 0:4252c=a falls neither within the PBG nor near the band edge. The pesudo-PBG effect in Fig. 4(b) is much weaker than in Fig. 4(a) and the interface effect becomes dominant. As a result, the lifetimes of the atoms polarized in the x direction get much longer. In summary, employing the LDF we have studied the SE properties of the polarized atoms in the 2D PCs. We find that the polarization of the dipole moment can result in a switching effect between the inhibition and enhancement of the SE. Furthermore, the polarized lifetime ratio may be enhanced to 33. Thus, our results reveal a new physical mechanism for an effective control of the SE processes by tuning the polarized direction of excited atoms. This finding should allow breaking a significant path to promote the performance of quantum optoelectronic devices in applications to various fields. 
